
This ad 
will not 
run in the 
Boston 
Globe. 

Here’s why... 



“THE POLITICS LEADING UP TO AMY LORD’S 

MURDER”  
The Boston Globe ran an article on May 11th not the Banker’s Association. Neither the FBI nor in reverse…”  That doesn’t say no one could about Senate Bill 1912, 

the ATM safety bill.  It cited the Bankers Association investigated the murder of because obviously some could.  What that argument two different statistics on violent 
ATM crime.  One Amy Lord.  The FBI and the Bankers Association amounts to is “If just one person can’t use it, let supposedly from the FBI claiming that there were 
would have to go to the Boston Police for their data.  them all die.”  Even if victims 1 through 9 couldn’t only 51 ATM connected crimes in all of the United So why 
didn’t the Boston Globe go to the Boston use the system successfully, victim 10 does which States in 2011.  The other from the Massachusetts PD? The Boston City 
Council or the mayor could saves not only victim 10, but victims 11, 12, 13, etc. Bankers Association claiming that there were 24 order the BPD to do a study and 
inform the public.  because the bad guy is in prison. The mere presence  
ATM connected crimes in the entire state of They were informed of this fact within a week of of the system, whether it is used or not, will change Massachusetts in 
2013 without explaining where Amy Lord’s murder.  They have chosen not to.  It the nature of the crime from a kidnapping-robberyeither set of data originated.  
Anyone who goes on would not cost the city a dime because they already murder to a kidnapping, grab the money and run, Google News and searches for “ATM” 
and have all the hardware, software and analysts to do which leaves the victim alive. 
“murder” “ATM” and “hostage” “ATM” and “rape” the work.  It would amount to nothing more than a From other cities around the country, 1.5% of will find far more 
cases than that.  So what’s going “meta-search.”   all known murders up to 6% of all known murders on? About Senate Bill 1912: The banking involved a forced 
withdrawal from an ATM.*  Five  

The Boston Police Department is the only industry’s argument against the reverse PIN system year data is available from Jacksonville, Florida; source of violent 
ATM crime data because it is the is “…it is questionable that a customer being held at Rockford, Illinois and Memphis, Tennessee.    police who investigate these 
crimes, not the FBI and gunpoint would remember an identification number Boston’s 5 year data are probably the same.  

The people of Boston deserve to be informed exactly, 
with official data, how many murders, abductions, rapes, 

home invasions and car- 

jackings involve a forced withdrawal from an ATM each 
year. 

For more on the politics of ATM crime and the data, go to 

www.atmsafetypin.com 


